Product and Service Providers Take the Stage for 8th Annual Vendor Issue

It’s time for Vendorpalooza again!

In this year’s two-part Special Report – watch for the January 2018 issue! -- we profile the predictive analytics industry’s key vendors and their products and services. As well, we offer detailed case studies, brand-new data and executives’ commentary about the industry and their companies’ roles in driving – and adapting to – the sea changes occurring in the healthcare industry today.

- Vendor Company Profiles features information about major vendors, including contact information, listings of key products and services and when each debuted
- Industry News includes recent developments in the space
- Opinion offers insights from executives at leading vendor companies
- Case Studies provides closer looks at vendors in action
- and Catching Up With … introduces thought leaders in the vendor community

The sophistication and technological elegance of predictive analytics evolves; what’s routine today was unheard of just a few years ago, and what predictive analytics will accomplish 10 years from now is hard to imagine. These are the companies providing the hardware, the software, the consulting and the thought leadership making that progress possible.

Predictive Analytics Industry Vendor Company Profiles

Summary profiles of industry vendors

AXISPOINT HEALTH

Chief executive’s name: Chris Long, President

Complete company contact information:
11000 Westmoor Circle, Westminster CO 80021, 800-388-0090, innovate@axispointhealth.com

Year your first predictive analytics application was introduced: We started using predictive analytics over a decade ago with our disease management services. We have been continuously enhancing and evolving our products. In the beginning of 2014, we began offering business insights and identification and stratification, which has evolved into our current Analytix solution.

Current menu of predictive analytics products and services: AxisPoint Health currently offers three services in which analytics plays a role.

- Our Analytix service takes client claims data to identify up to 100 chronic and behavioral health conditions and over 50 clinical gaps in care and prioritize members from most complex to least complex, including their impactability.
- CarePoint, our condition and case management service, uses this information to target the most impactable members who will benefit from customized interventions that transcend conditions.
- Finally, we’re able to verify savings produced through CarePoint and GuidePoint, our nurse guidance, triage and engagement service.

Clients/industry sectors served: AxisPoint Health delivers population health management solutions to payers and other risk-bearing entities.
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